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EIT and KICs Foundation

**2008**: EIT was established in as an independent agency within the EU

**2009**: The first three Knowledge Innovation Communities (KIC) are selected

**Climate KIC**

**EIT ICT Labs**

**KIC InnoEnergy**

EIT ICT Labs Co-location Centers
Leading European Organization for Innovation and Education in Information and Communication Technologies

Foster entrepreneurial talent and innovative technology for economic growth and quality of life
Bringing ICT Innovations to Life

- A strong collaboration is needed to speed up ICT innovation in Europe
  - From student to entrepreneur
  - From laboratory to market
  - From idea to product
Blended Life in a Connected World

Strategic investments to make Europe lead

- Deploy ICT in the European environment and industry
  - Quality of life in our cities
  - Intelligent environments
  - A healthy life
  - Sustainable energy supply
  - Made in Europe and secured critical infrastructures

- Create a safe and competitive European ICT infrastructure
  - Future Communication
  - Service and Data Infrastructures
  - Safe Cyberspace
EIT ICT Labs has precise and ambitious goals for 2014 - 2016

- Expand impact through London as full node, roll-out X-Europe EU-28 and connect to Silicon Valley

- **Double** Master and Doctoral School admission; build Professional School; deploy **blended education** by injecting **online platforms**

- Portfolio of **top-down High Impact Initiatives** and **bottom-up activities** in Action Lines **strategic for Europe**

- Grow the **pan-European BDA** and drive **entrepreneurship** via e.g. **idea competitions**
The EIT ICT Labs’ Investment Model

- The so-called *catalyst-carrier model* is a key means to realise the innovation cycle
- The application of a catalyst should create significant added value towards the European innovation agenda and the goals of EIT
EIT ICT Labs Education Strategy

BLENDED EDUCATION

Master School
Doctoral School
Professional School

Partner Universities
CoLocation Centers
On Line Platforms
Master School – Tomorrow’s ICT Innovators and Entrepreneurs
Doctoral School – Tomorrow’s ICT Leaders
Professional School – Certified ICT Competence
EIT ICT Labs Innovation Strategy

Select from our Eco-System and beyond

- Technologies
- Research Results
- Business Strategies

Grow through our Eco-System

- Cyber-Physical Systems
- Future Cloud
- Future Networking Solutions
- Future Urban Life and Mobility
- Health & Wellbeing
- Privacy, Security & Trust
- Smart Energy Systems
- Smart Spaces

Succeed In World Markets

European Success Stories
EIT ICT Labs Ecosystem
A Vibrant pan-European Ecosystem of Innovation Hotspots
The strength of EIT ICT Labs rests on our partners
Relationship between EIT ICT Labs and the environment

- Shaping future European innovation activities through strategic collaborations
- Connect to application partners in the innovation areas of EIT ICT Labs
Thank you